DELHI’S WEEKLY MARKETS

Various items sold at weekly markets:
- Fruits & Vegetables
- Household Items
- Cooked Food
- Spices & Grains
- Garments & Shoes
- Electronic Goods
- Books

Weekly markets provide employment to a large number of street vendors in the city.

Weekly Markets as travelling markets
Weekly markets travel to different locations on different days of the week, often traversing across multiple TVC boundaries.

Weekly markets provide household goods, food and rations at affordable rates, and subsidised living in the city.

Weekly Markets as cultural heritage
Markets like Daryaganj Sunday Book market and Chor Bazaar are one of the oldest markets in Delhi. The Daryaganj Sunday Book market is considered a heritage market as per the Street Vendors (Protection of Livelihood and Regulation of Street Vending) Act of 2014.

Weekly Markets are connected to urban villages
They presently cater to different sets of urban consumers providing specific goods according to need.

For e.g., Shani (Saturday) Market in Vasant Kunj sells fruits and vegetables but also household goods and clothes for the nearby Kishangarh urban village.
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